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ABSTRACT
Computing LR by a kinship analysis algorithm for autosomal markers is straightforward and well
defined. Such calculation provides a value for evidence given the prosecution versus the
defense proposition. It is recommended and widely used in forensics, missing person and
paternity. The forensics community has validated stand-alone software for calculating LR using
trios and many biologically related family members. Software such as Familias[1], [2] and
MPKin [3] are used regularly for such calculations. Because these implementations are
standalone, transcription errors can occur on transferring data from data collection, table input
and result storage, in addition it can also be time consuming.
Life Technologies (LT) 5 has incorporated its version of a kinship algorithm, based on ES
algorithm2, 3, 4, to data collection and storage for ease of use and reliability of results, therefore
avoiding human transcription errors. This presentation will encompass the steps taken by our
team to validate our kinship analysis algorithm given the available methods, data and external
collaborators. Building on previous literature, we have used NIST, CEPH and real data from
collaborators to compare results of the kinship algorithm to those currently used in the paternity
and forensics laboratories. We show that the standard calculations, including complex pedigree
trees, mutations and rare alleles concur with currently used methods.

Through this work we have established the LT-kinship algorithm, a more flexible
implementation with state-of-the-art models, as accurate. We have further tested the
algorithm with SNP data, showing that for a small number of SNPs, the algorithm produces
Likelihood ratio (LR) values, which may be an option once expert data and tables become
available.

Figure 2. Statistical testing of LT kinship algorithm – Percent Error, in
parenthesis number of tests

Paternity Pedigrees: Classical trios, Motherless,
siblings, half siblings were input into software.
Results were compared to values provided by
collaborator, who used Lisa (a commercial
software), DNA-view and Cal-DOJ algorithm.
Dataset: The dataset consists of 5,652 permutation of real cases. For example a family with 2
parents and 3 siblings would be permutated into 2 parents and 1 sibling, 2 parents and 2
siblings, 1 parent and 1 sibling, etc… Genotype only data obtained in collaboration with UNT .

Figure 3. Corner case testing. NIST dataset
Kinship Pedigrees. Complicated cases,
cousins, half siblings and avuncular (uncle/
aunt) relationships were entered in LT
Kinship algorithm. Results were compared
to Familias.

We have now shown that the algorithm also works for simple and complex Kinship
relationships. We have obtained STR and SNP genotypes from 4 related people for Likelihood
Ratio (LR) calculations. Our aim was to compare the LRs for higher discriminating power.

Mutations. The NIST dataset also has members with documented mutations. Trio with mutation
were entered in the LT algorithm. Results were compared to MPKin to validate the 2- phase
model. 1-step model was not tested based on availability.
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METHODS

For Performance we executed simple to complex scenarios with 1 and 5 loci in a laptop, with the
algorithm reading data from a local PostgreSQL database. Time was measured with SAHI (free
version).
For the SNP/STR data comparison, samples were genotyped using the ION PGM™ System
and the following data was used: 37 Identity SNPs from the HID-Ion AmpliSeq™ Identity
Panel and 9 CODIS loci. The Frequency table for the SNPs were created using the 1000
genomes using the Yoruba population as reference.

Incest case - Pedigree used by
Ge et. al. for validation of MPKin
[3]. Pedigree was entered in the LT
algorithm. Results were compared
to MPKin .
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LR for individual markers and combined LR calculated independently between MPKin and
LT-Kinship algorithm – MPKin data provided by Dr. Ge. Collaborators educated us that minor
difference observed (~1.5% difference) is expected due to algorithm implementation differences.

Figure 1. Settings available
4) Import customized probability table
5) Import of profiles In GeneMapper-IDX export format
6) Control over prior probability value,

3) Micro variance
• Micro variance mutation

Performance of the LT Kinship algorithm was obtained by input of progressively more
complex pedigree trees. Trees ranged from basic trios, grandparents, 4 generations to 5
generations . Within these pedigree trees, we varied the number of Untyped nodes (ex. A trio
without a typed mother) . We observed that the algorithm is generally fast (~5s for a 7 people
pedigree tree), the number of Untyped nodes, causes it to slow down (~10s for a 7 people
pedigree with 6 Untyped nodes). Experiments were carried out in a local laptop.

PRELIMINARY RESULTS COMPARISON OF LIKELIHOOD RATIO
BETWEEN SNP AND STR DATA
Figure 6. Kinship relationship depicted as Hypothesis H0 and Hypothesis H1, the
ratio of H0/H1 gives the Likelihood ratio. The same relationship was tested for SNPs
and STRs. H1 here depicts all members not related.

7) In the event of unknown ethnicity, algorithm can
calculate LR on all available ethnicities and will
provide Mix and Average LR values
8) Algorithm can be used for SNP genotype

Table 2. Improvement over other market products
LT Kinship algorithm

Other Market Products

Implemented with 2-Phase and 1-step mutation
models.

Other mutation models have been deemed not
adequate for STR mutation [3]

Algorithm allows for 2 different rare allele
models (1/N+1 and 5/2N) [4,5]

User must hard code every rare allele value.

Input:
GeneMapper IDX output (Profile)
Probability table

Input:
Specific for application, not intuitive to create.
Prone to transcription errors

Drag and drop pedigree interface with genotype
and metadata review for cross-check

Progressive choosing of parent for each node
from a drop down of names

Algorithm can be attached to a DB for profile
storage

Profiles need to be stored in separate text files

Combined H0 Likelihood = 1.64E-33

Combined H0 Likelihood = 8.80E-121
Combined H1 Likelihood = 2.63E-167
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It is interesting that the implementation of algorithms sometimes yield very small differences between
results, which led us to verify using percent Error. In communication with the experts in the field, they
attest these small differences of decisions such as using a mutation model even if loci are compatible
(which our algorithm does not do). We have verified that these small differences do not yield changes in
probability of paternity. Labs should keep issues such as this in mind when validating an algorithm.

We hope the forensics community will benchmark a set number of SNPs for kinship and provide
probability tables. This could lead to the future work of verifying the LR obtained from this algorithm is
robust.
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During the preparation phase of this project we have pre-empted much of the concern the community
has about limitation of software needs such as implementation of different rare allele models and
mutation models. The knowledge leaders in the field were paramount to defining these requirements.

Finally, we are excited to share the preliminary results using SNPs as genotype input. The experts
we spoke with are aware that other algorithms can be used for a set of 2 members with a large
number of SNPs. However they also believe for a smaller set of SNPs such as the Ken Kidd HID
SNPs [6] we can perform kinship analysis using this algorithm and get meaningful and statistically
significant results with higher discriminating power .
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By testing simple trios, deficient trios (e.g. motherless) and more complex kinship relationships (3-5
generations, incest, half-siblings, avuncular) we have shown the Life Technologies kinship algorithm is
concordant to algebraic formulas (work not shown) and to standard software currently used for kinship
analysis calculations. We have further established the kinship algorithm can process SNPs. Flexible
and robust, we present here a user-friendly tool to anybody with minimal training, accommodating
SOPs.

The LT kinship algorithm is meant to be used in the context of a profile database where users can
store profiles and probability tables and change parameters from a drop down menu. This would
allow for a more robust chain verification of calculations.
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Table 1. Incest result

We further collaborated with Bruce Budowle and Jianye Ge of University of North Texas (UNT)
verifying the calculations against their kinship algorithm MPKin (used extensively by the FBI).
UNT also provided us with the statistical dataset (Fig 2) which was used as input of validation
studies to the Lisa software. For internal verification we used algebraic formulas and Familias.
Multiple rounds of testing were performed (Fig1).

2) Rare allele models
• 1/(N+1) [6]
• 5/(2N) [4]

G2_S1W

?

G3_S1

Concordance to algebraic formulas and to established software were performed after
extensive literature review and interviews with knowledge and business leaders (Bruce
Budowle, Jianye Ge, Arthur Eisenberg, Peter Schneider, Orchid Inc) . Requirements for a
flexible kinship algorithm were developed. We obtained guidance on relevant mutation models
and rare allele models to implement, in addition to probability tables commonly used on the
field.

1) Mutation models
• 2-Phase [3]
• 1-Step [5]
• No mutation

G2_S1

G1_D1H

SNP
Combined Likelihood Ratio = 3.34E46

CONCLUSIONS

Figure 4. Incest case
F

STR
Combined Likelihood Ratio = 3.00E8
Combined H1 Likelihood = 5.45E-42

Statistical Test:
Percent error calculated as 100 x (True value –
LT-algorithm value) / True value (at the fourth
digit)

INTRODUCTION
The LT kinship algorithm is similar to established kinship algorithms. It provides statistical
basis for family inference of a specified biological relationship by providing a Likelihood ratio
(LR). Building on extensive literature and work by the forensics community we have chosen to
use Familias, MPKin and Lisa (a commercial software - Future Technology Inc.) for verification
and validation of the kinship algorithm with STR loci.

Table 5. Partial results from LT-Kinship

Figure 5. Performance of Kinship algorithm for CE- STR data
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